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Asher’s Amazing Popcorn - Community Action Employment Plan in Action 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Twenty-two-year-old Asher is the owner of Asher's Amazing Popcorn. Asher, who has autism, 
started his own business after taking an entrepreneur course that taught him how to make a 
business plan and deal with marketing and budgeting. 
 
"We went through a process called Discovery in which we find out what their likes and dislikes are, 
what kind of environment they work best in, and what their interests and needs are," said his 
mother Catriona Johnson.  
 
"We discovered that Asher liked working with machinery. When he was younger, he was really into 
overhead projectors and coffee machines. He liked working with people and had an interest in 
popcorn." 
 
Through Discovery, Asher volunteered at the Victoria Theatre where he learned how to make 
popcorn, clean the machine and interact with customers. From there his love for popcorn grew. 
 
"I got to make popcorn at the theatre," said Asher. "I'm trying to make lots of money to buy an RV." 
 
Catriona added, "He's grown and become more social because of the interactions around the selling 
of popcorn. It's interesting and not something I thought would happen," she said. 
 

Photo and story from the Victoria News, April 28, 2015 
(http://www.vicnews.com/community/301574571.html) 

 
 

 

http://www.vicnews.com/community/301574571.html
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Introduction to the Community Action Employment Plan 
 
It’s no surprise that Asher, like an increasing number of individuals with developmental disabilities, 
wants to work. It’s an effective way of realizing both meaning and contribution in one’s life. People are 
additionally motivated because it’s what their friends and family are doing.  Research shows 
participation in employment leads to numerous quality of life outcomes, including financial well-being, 
inclusion and belonging, relationships, contribution to community and better health.   
 
The Community Action Employment Plan (the Plan) was launched in March 2013 as part of Community 
Living BC’s (CLBC) commitment to work with its government and community partners to support more 
individuals in realizing their employment goals. The Plan had its origins in 2012, when CLBC funded and 
participated in an appreciative inquiry process to engage individuals, families, service providers, CLBC 
staff, school and government representatives and employers. Over 720 people (including 100 
employers) participated in community conversations, one-to-one interviews or completed the on-line 
survey on CLBC’s website.  The key themes from these conversations were reviewed by nearly 200 
people at a provincial Employment Summit sponsored by CLBC in Vancouver in October 2012.  
 
The summary of all these discussions formed the Plan. The Plan outlines activities for collaboration with 
government, sector partners, individuals, families, community organizations and employers to reach the 
goals of assisting 1,200 more of the people CLBC serves to gain employment, embedding an 
“employment first” culture in the work of CLBC and its contracted service providers, building capacity 
with individuals and families to find employment and increasing the number of employers who are 
hiring inclusively.  
 

Participants are beginning to see positive results from this collaboration. As of April 2015, over 1,400 
more people served by CLBC have reported employment income throughout B.C since the Plan was 
launched. Growth in the number of individuals reporting income is the result of many factors, including 
important efforts by CLBC service providers, Employment Program of BC, families, CLBC staff, schools, 
advocacy groups, community groups and employers themselves. Policy changes like the new annualized 
earning exemption announced in December 2014 provide an additional boost.  The growth is a very 
positive indicator of the momentum that is making B.C. a leader in inclusive employment. 
 
Over the last two years, countless individuals, families, service providers, funders and community 
partners have collaborated with CLBC to accomplish the goals of the Plan. Together, we have developed 
and implemented numerous projects, including:  

 increasing access to employment supports in both rural and urban areas through local planning, our 
investment in employment services and the competencies of service providers and CLBC staff 

 partnering with individuals and organizations and supporting numerous community-led projects, 
including familyWORKS, Promoting Our Abilities, Ready Willing and Able, Rotary at Work in BC and 
Mapping Inclusive Employment to advance self advocate leadership, support families, and engage 
the business community 

 adopting best practices as set by the Canadian Association for Supported Employment and 
embedding these best practices in CLBC’s procurement policy and processes 

 supporting innovative approaches to changing perceptions, attitudes and behaviours to increase the 
number of individuals pursuing employment and increase the employment opportunities available 
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CLBC and its partners are now entering the third year of collaboration under the Community Action 
Employment Plan (the Plan).  This report highlights the work accomplished through collaboration to 
increase employment for the people CLBC serves over the last two years. 
 

Two Years of Progress 
 

The first two years of the Plan have demonstrated the huge strides that can be taken when government, 
service providers, individuals, families, employers and community partners collaborate in creative ways 
to advance inclusive employment.  Throughout B.C., the ‘buzz’ around inclusive employment is not only 
getting heard but also increasing in intensity. Capacity is being built and attitudes are shifting.  
Communities, families, self-advocates, and CLBC staff are working hard to advance the work and many 
more people are working. 

 

The following is in no way a complete list of all the projects and endeavours taking place across the 
province to advance employment. While we cannot list all activities, we acknowledge, recognize and 
sincerely thank everyone involved for contributing their energy, commitment, ideas and vision to 
building inclusive employment in British Columbia. 

Measuring our Progress 

The data suggests strong progress toward our goal of assisting 1,200 people to find employment by 
2016. Measurement of our starting point and progress to date was conducted by matching individuals 
eligible for CLBC supports with BC Disability Assistance data on those reporting income. As of April 2015, 
over 1,400 more people served by CLBC have reported employment income throughout B.C. The 
increase to over 3,600 people reporting an income in 2014-15 represents an increase from about 15 per 
cent of CLBC eligible individuals working to nearly 23 per cent since the plan was launched. 

The growth in those reporting income, while not a direct measure of jobs created by this Plan, is a 
strong indicator that reflects the success of wide range of complementary efforts from government, the 
community living sector and employers.   

CLBC is completing a new employment measurement framework that will be implemented with CLBC 
service providers in June 2015, which will provide specific data about the accomplishments and 
effectiveness of CLBC services in assisting people to find and keep jobs. 

Regional Pilot Projects 

Since June 2013, pilot projects in the Simon Fraser, Central and Upper Island and Thompson-Cariboo 
regions have worked to develop localized and sustainable community development approaches to 
inclusive employment. Work has included partnering with local service providers, schools districts, 
individuals, families, community members, employers and other government organizations to create 
planning tables for each of the regions to engage their communities to talk about how to increase 
inclusive employment, with transitioning youth being a main focus.   
 
The $600,000 allocated to these three pilots over the last two years has also supported:  
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 the creation of transition fairs for youth in communities throughout the three regions to help 
with the transition from school to work 

 the development of employment programs based on best practices for supported employment 
in rural communities such as Port Hardy, Merritt, and Williams Lake where previously there 
were no employment services 

 employment first services that respond to the requests of individuals and families for a range of 
supports that include not only employment, but skill-building and community participation 
within one program 

 piloting an improved contracting process in Simon Fraser to allow for first time employment 
supports to be developed that are flexible to the individuals CLBC serves who are eligible for the 
Personalized Supports Initiative  

 assisting in the transformation of day services to employment services in all three pilot areas to 
assist more individuals to find and keep work within their existing supports 

 increasing the awareness in community and among employers of the benefits of inclusive 
workplaces and hiring through actions such as presentations, partnerships and employer 
recognition events  

 Increasing the number of people who are employed in the pilot areas by 389 

An Employment First Approach 

Transitioning Youth 

The percentage of youth who are turning 19 that are seeking employment, one of our key indicators of 
success, has increased in all three pilot regions. Data from areas of the province not involved in a pilot 
project shows 40 – 60 percent of youth are seeking employment. In the three pilot areas, data shows 60 
– 80 percent of youth want to work.  The data also shows a direct correlation between the number of 
youth who want to work and areas where there have been the greatest numbers of jobs found. This 
indicates success in shifting expectations from “programs” to “employment” and means over time, the 
balance will tip so that participation in employment becomes the norm rather than the exception.   

A number of activities have contributed to the change, including: 

 The number of youth transition fairs with an employment focus has increased, primarily in the three 
pilot regions, but also in other areas of the province  

 Awareness raising activities, supports and projects, including the Promoting Our Abilities project, 
Self Advocate interns, and familyWORKS 

 CLBC staff have raised the priority of discussing employment as an option in planning with 
individuals and families  

 The Services to Adults with Developmental Disabilities (STADD) cross-government initiative has 
developed the “navigator” role to assist youth and their families with transition by utilizing 
government and natural supports.  The navigator roles have played a role in encouraging youth to 
participate in employment in Central and Upper Island and Thompson Cariboo 

 WorkBC Employment Services Centres are offering services to youth as young as 16 once they have 
finished school or are in their last year of secondary education to assist with pre-employment 
training. Steps Forward is providing inclusive post secondary educational opportunities, and the 
CLBC / BCGEU $100,000 scholarship is also helping youth and adults of all ages to continue training 
and education  
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Embedding Best Practice 

As part of increasing the effectiveness of its employment service providers, CLBC adopted best practices 
that were developed by the Canadian Association for Supported Employment. Over the last two years, 
CLBC has provided training to staff to strengthen their knowledge to assist them in working with service 
providers on the delivery of employment supports that meet best practice. The best practices have been 
introduced to regional staff, built into training for CLBC employment leads and incorporated into a CLBC 
staff practice guide, which is being readied for implementation.    

Additionally, the best practices have been embedded into CLBC’s procurement processes for 
employment services. CLBC now requires service providers who are interested in providing employment 
services for CLBC to demonstrate how their proposed services would align with best practice principles 
before they are approved.  

WorkBC 

The Ministry of Social Development and Social Innovation launched the Employment Program of BC 
through 84 Work BC Employment Services Centres across the province in April 2012, providing an 
integration of services in British Columbia.  At the time of the launch of the Community Action 
Employment Plan, CLBC staff and Work BC service providers were largely unknown to each other.  In the 
past two years, CLBC and WorkBC have developed relationships, established tables to collaborate and 
problem solve, and begun to more effectively and efficiently use of resources to assist people in finding 
and keeping work. This included mapping people’s movement through both systems to identify areas of 
challenge, resulting in:  

 the referral process between CLBC and WorkBC being streamlined in pilot areas 

 WorkBC employment supports being tailored to be more responsive to meeting individual needs 

 partnerships established to assist with individuals’ skill building,  and  

 an increasing number of CLBC service providers participating in WorkBC as sub-contractors to 
deliver supports 

In fiscal year 2014-15, Work BC provided employment services to almost 2,400 individuals, including 

case management, specialized services, employment related disability supports and on the job supports 

such as job coaching and job maintenance.  WorkBC also assisted 570 CLBC eligible individuals to find 

work.  This is a significant contribution to the accomplishments of CAEP.  
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A New Job Leads to Greater Independence – Velvet’s Story 
 

 

 

 

  

 
Recently, employment services were expanded in Kamloops. As a result, Velvet, a vivacious young 
woman, got her first job as a delivery person at the Downtown Echo, a neighbourhood newspaper.  
 
The expectation was that, because it is a fairly large route, Velvet and her community inclusion 
worker would complete it during their hours together every Wednesday.  
 
The first time they did it, it took about four hours and Velvet needed support to go in and out of 
businesses to drop off the paper. Now, only a few short weeks later, it is only taking Velvet about 
two hours to complete the route, with her hopping in and out of the vehicle to deliver papers while 
her support worker mostly waits in the car. 
 
Velvet is thrilled with her job and really looks forward to receiving her paycheque each month.  She 
is gaining independence, feels like she is actively contributing to her community and is making a 
difference in her own life.  
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Building Capacity 

Building Competencies 

The Customized Employment Demonstration Project, in partnership with the Minister of Social 
Development and Social Innovation (2009-2012) proved that with the appropriate supports, people of 
all disabilities could work.  At the completion of this project, a significant number of CLBC service 
providers had the competencies, or skills, to effectively deliver customized employment supports but 
the competency level was not yet the same in all parts of the province. Since 2013, CLBC has invested 
$120,000 to provide specialized training for employment service providers and other related service 
providers, such as community inclusion workers, individualized funding contractors, school district staff, 
WorkBC staff, aboriginal employment services, and others who support people CLBC serves to find and 
keep employment.  This training has been based on the best practices outlined through the Canadian 
Association for Supported Employment website – www.employmentforall.ca and has been tailored to 
local needs and has included: customized employment,  job coaching, marketing, job development, self-
employment, job development, rural job development and discovery.   

CLBC / BCGEU Scholarship 

In the two years since the joint CLBC – BCGEU Scholarship has been established, over 300 individuals 
have applied for up to $2,500 each to attend job-related skills training, post-secondary courses or 
community recreation activities, or to offset the indirect costs of attending a post-secondary institution. 
The $100,000, five-year fund was established as part of the 2012 collective agreement between CLBC 
and the BCGEU. In 2014, 24 individuals across BC received funding for training for employment that 
included veterinary assistant, truck driver and skills to assist with self-employment. 

The Launching Pad: Exploring Microenterprises for People with Disabilities 

Numerous individuals and families have identified that inclusive employment is not what they are 
seeking.  They want or need employment related activities that provide greater autonomy and/or 
flexibility in working conditions.  The Launching Pad is a guide for people interested in exploring self-
employment for people with developmental disabilities. It was developed by the BC Employment 
Network as part of partnership in the Upper Fraser Valley to support the development of micro-
enterprises. The on-line guide provides practical tips, advice and worksheets to help individuals 
interested in self-employment assess their readiness and ideas for start-up. While some of the technical 
advice (i.e. steps for name approval and business registration) are B.C. specific, the majority of the 
information will be helpful for people living across Canada. The guide can be found at: 
http://www.supportedemployment.ca/en/COURSES/content/what/selfemployment/MicroenterpriseGu
ide.pdf 

  

http://www.employmentforall.ca/
http://www.supportedemployment.ca/en/COURSES/content/what/selfemployment/MicroenterpriseGuide.pdf
http://www.supportedemployment.ca/en/COURSES/content/what/selfemployment/MicroenterpriseGuide.pdf
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It’s in the Bag – A Story about Self-Employment 

 
  

The chance to be their own boss is the perfect situation for Aleesa Paterson and Sarah Ross. The pair 

operate It’s in the Bag with the help of the Langley Association for Community Living.  

The business packs breakfast in a bag — usually a large muffin, cereal bar, juice box, fruit and a treat 

— for a tour bus company. They also pack barbecue lunches, which include uncooked hamburgers and 

hot dogs, buns, chips, pop and water.  

“I like that it was for us; we could make decisions, we could do what we think is right,” said Ross. 

“You get to make the choices. That was important to us,” added Paterson. 

- Photo and story from the Nov. 5, 2014, Langley Times article 

(http://www.langleytimes.com/business/281680191.html) 

 
 

 

http://www.langleytimes.com/business/281680191.html
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Shifting Attitudes and Culture 

Promoting our Abilities 
Through the BC Self-Advocacy Foundation, and with first-year funding from CLBC and a grant from the 
Vancouver Foundation’s Disability Supports for Employment Fund in year two, self advocates across the 
province have developed and presented a series of presentations, Promoting our Abilities, to educate 
employers about the advantages to hiring inclusively.  This group is now focusing on presenting to 
community leaders, including those from municipal, provincial and federal governments. For example, 
the group recently presented to Members of the Legislative Assembly of BC from across the province to 
talk about the importance of employment on people’s quality of life. 

familyWORKS 

When CAEP launched in 2013, the Family Support Institute (FSI) was testing a new approach of 
supporting families to explore employment as an option for their sons and daughters in Vancouver.  
CLBC and Vancouver Foundation provided funding to expand the initiative to the three employment 
pilot areas and evaluate the model for its effectiveness.  FSI has continued to expand the project 
developing familyWORKS support to families in Burnaby, Coquitlam, North/Central Island, Langley, 
Kamloops and Thompson Region, and Vancouver. The groups provide families with a forum for 
conversations about employment, mentoring through family to family support, and information and 
resources to build capacity among families to assist their loved one in employment.  

First Nations Communities 

In August 2014, CLBC began to provide services to people in First Nations communities, starting the 
conversation with more Aboriginal service providers about service delivery.  Aboriginal groups have 
been invited to engage in conversation and training with CLBC. Funds of $45,000 have been committed 
by Vancouver Foundation to assist the Mount Currie Band with the continued development of the 
Lil’wat Empowerment and Accessibility Program. In the three pilot areas, Aboriginal groups have been 
engaged in planning processes around employment. This will continue to be an area of on-going focus as 
CAEP expands. 

Mapping Inclusive Employment for Individuals with Developmental Disabilities 

With CLBC and Ministry of Social Development and Social Innovation support, in April 2015, the BC 
Centre for Employment Excellence launched an on line geo-mapping project called, Mapping Inclusive 
Employment for Individuals with Developmental Disabilities. Self advocates were involved in developing 
this forum where people throughout the province – individuals, families, service providers and 
employers - can share their experiences with inclusive employment and become inspired by the 
experiences of others.  The objective is to share successful practices, learning and inspiration across the 
province: in short, to shrink the province so that people with a common interest in inclusive 
employment can connect. The website can be found at: http://emap.geolive.ca/themap. 

  

http://emap.geolive.ca/themap
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An Inclusive Employer’s Story – Burger 55 has that WOW factor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

In February 2015, Chris Boehm, owner of Burger 55 Restaurant in Penticton, was acknowledged 
and celebrated by Community Living BC (CLBC) for embracing workplace inclusion with a 
Widening Our World Award  

 
As part of the three-year Community Action Employment Plan, British Columbians were asked to 
nominate employers who are hiring adults CLBC serves and creating positive, inclusive 
workplaces where everyone feels welcome, valued and respected. Boehm was one of four 
employers across B.C. chosen out of 80 nominated to receive this award. 

 
Boehm was nominated by his employee, Kevin Speijer, who has worked at Burger 55 for just 
under a year.  Boehm and the staff at Burger 55 have embraced inclusion and provided Kevin 
with the same work experience and expectations as any other employee. Boehm also employs 
two other individuals with a disability and helps builds awareness of the skills and abilities 
people with diverse abilities can bring to the workplace. 
 
Kevin says of his employer, “Chris is awesome. I feel that I am a valuable employee. I feel safe 
and comfortable in my work environment and I have money to buy things I couldn’t afford 
before. I am very proud; I feel better and have improved self-worth. I am treated the same as 
the other staff in a welcoming team environment. Not to mention they have the best burgers in 
town!” 
 
Chris says he sees daily the benefits of inclusive hiring to his business. “I always wanted to 
incorporate people with disabilities into my business and the hiring process was super easy. 
Kevin is a real asset to our team. He likes to talk and tell stories and is a fun guy to work with. 
He’s a hard worker and always gets the job done.” 
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Engaging Employers 

Ready, Willing and Able 

With contributions from Vancouver Foundation, the Government of Canada and CLBC, Ready, Willing 
and Able is a national initiative to raise awareness with employers about the skills and abilities people 
with developmental disabilities can bring to the workplace.  In B.C., this initiative is being led by 
Inclusion BC. The initiative includes a website – www.readywillingandable.ca – and materials and 
information for individuals, families and service providers to use in outreach with employers.  A 
committee of employers has also been established to assist with creating partnerships at a broader level 
to increase employment, particularly for youth. The project has partnered around initiatives, such as 
MentorAbility, engaged numerous employers, and is planning an employer awareness initiative. 

MentorAbility 

In October 2014, CLBC joined community based employment services and Inclusion B.C. to implement 
the Canadian Association for Supported Employment’s MentorAbility initiative.  MentorAbility is a public 
awareness and employment development initiative that connects people with developmental 
disabilities to employers for a day of mentoring. The goals are to provide individuals with a chance to 
explore a job they are interested in, and to build awareness with employers of the skills people can bring 
to the workplace. In the first year of this initiative in B.C., MentorAbility connected 60 individuals to 
employers to learn about careers from working in a staffed residence to shipyards to wrestling. 

Rotary@Work 

Since October 2013, Rotarians and employment service providers have been working together to 
develop a BC Rotary at Work initiative with support from the Vancouver Foundation and Rotary 50/50.  
Rotary at Work is an initiative designed to leverage the broad network available through Rotary to 
connect Rotarians in business with people with developmental disabilities seeking employment. This 
work has created a series of local and successful partnerships between Rotarian businesses and service 
providers and has been successful in matching suitable employees with specific business needs. 

BC Partners in Workforce Innovation 

BC Partners in Workforce Innovation is a collaborative initiative developed by the BC Centre for 
Employment Excellence, CLBC, and service providers including Open Door Group, BACI, Neil Squire 
Society and the Centre for Abilities. With funds from CLBC, the project conducted an initial feasibility 
study to explore interest among businesses for testing a new model of interacting with employment 
service providers.  After demonstrating strong business support, the project has been funded by the 
Partnership and Innovation Fund of the Ministry of Social Development and Social Innovation, to 
evaluate the effectiveness of a coordinated, demand-side approach in meeting the needs of both 
employers and job seekers. The three-year project will launch in June 2015 and will begin testing the 
new model with select employers. 

Widening Our World Awards  
Every year in October, CLBC launches the annual Widening Our World awards to recognize inclusion 
champions throughout B.C. In 2014, the focus for the awards was inclusive employment. Over 80 
employers were nominated and four winners were selected by a committee of self advocates, family 
members, service providers, community members and CLBC staff.  Employers who received an award in 
2014 included: RONA in Chilliwack, Burger 55 in Penticton, McCleery Golf Course in Vancouver and 
Shoppers Drug Mart in Kamloops.    

http://www.readywillingandable.ca/
http://www.cfeebc.org/research-innovation/bc-partners-in-workforce-innovation/
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Year Three – Refreshing and Recommitting to the Plan 
 

The results we have achieved in two years could not have happened without the dedication and hard 
work of all the partners and people involved. While we are extremely pleased with the progress, we also 
acknowledge that many of the adults CLBC serves are still looking for work – and some who are working 
would like to increase their number of hours of employment.   

 

Advancing employment for the adults CLBC serves remains complex and requires maintaining the 
multiple partnerships that have been developed, collaborating with new partners, and undertaking 
actions that have yet to be completed. CLBC and our community partners are fully committed to 
increasing employment for the adults CLBC serves by building on the momentum of the first two years 
of the Plan, leveraging partnerships and resources, utilizing the knowledge that we have gained and 
continuing to advance the work.  

 

On June 1, 2015, CLBC and over 100 individuals, family members, service providers, employers and 
government partners met to celebrate the progress so far and discuss options for moving forward. This 
included reviewing the lessons learned through evaluations CLBC has completed on the work 
undertaken to date. The lessons learned include: 

 The work of the Plan needs to evolve as actions are taken and momentum is built 

 Collaboration and partnerships are key elements of success 

 Employers need to hear the business case for inclusive hiring 

 Sustainability and expansion go hand-in-hand to ensure long term impact is realized 

 Including self advocates as participants and leaders adds depth to the work and demonstrates 
capacity and contribution 

 

Using the information from the evaluation and the input from the June 1 meeting, during the spring and 
summer, CLBC will work with its partners to refresh the Community Action Employment Plan, outlining 
key activities, establishing new timelines and setting new targets to advance this work in the coming 
years.  

 

We continue to encourage everyone to get involved and support the individuals CLBC serves to increase 
their quality of life and have more opportunities to contribute to their communities.  

 

To get involved or find out more, contact Shelley Gerber, Provincial Employment Coordinator, 
Community Living BC at Shelley.Gerber@gov.bc.ca  

 

For more information, or if you would like to download this report or the graphic on the second year of 
progress, visit our website at www.communitylivingbc.ca > Supports and Services > Employment. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Shelley.Gerber@gov.bc.ca
http://www.communitylivingbc.ca/
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Progress on the Plan – 2nd Anniversary Graphic 
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